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! “Exploring probabilistic grammar(s) in varieties of English
around the world”
! 5-year project (2013–2018), KU Leuven
! Three alternations
◦ Particle placement: Dr. Jason Grafmiller
◦ Dative alternation: Melanie Röthlisberger
◦ Genitive alternation: Benedikt Heller
! Supervisors of PhD project
◦ Prof. Dr. Benedikt Szmrecsanyi
◦ Prof. Dr. Joybrato Mukherjee
◦ Dr. Jason Grafmiller
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THE GENITIVE ALTERNATION
(1) [The family]possessor’s [spokesperson]possessum
(2) The [spokesperson]possessum of [the family]possessor
! “Today, genitive variation is arguably the best researched of all















categorical: a couple of years




1. Does genitive choice differ across varieties?
2. Does the factor variety interact with well-known predictors?
3. Are cross-varietal patterns congruent with Schneider’s (2007)
Dynamic Model?
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PREDICTORS OF THE GENITIVE
ALTERNATION
ANIMACY
! Animacy of the possessor: Most important predictor (Grafmiller
2014; Hinrichs and Szmrecsanyi 2007)
! Prescriptive rule in grammar books (e.g. Murphy 2012)
◦ Animate possessor: s-genitive
◦ Inanimate possessor: of -genitive









! If possessor ends in [s], [z], [S], [tS], [Z], or [dZ], e.g.
(3) The paradox’s conclusion <ICE-IND:W2B-021>
(4) the church’s solidarity with women <ICE-NZ:S1B-011>
! Makes s-genitive less likely




! High thematicity (i.e. frequency of the possessor in a text)
makes s-genitive realization more likely
! If a possessor is given (i.e. mentioned before) it is also more




! Length of the constituents (possessor, possessum)
! Principle of end weight: “the tendency for long and complex
elements to be placed towards the end of a clause.” (Biber
et al. 1999: 898)
◦ Long possessor: of -genitive
◦ Long possessum: s-genitive
(5) the power of the Chinese Government
<ICE-HK:S1A-021>
(6) laser’s potential medical uses <ICE-IND:W2B-031>
! Measured automatically




! Highly sensitive to text length. Therefore, measured for the
immediate environment of 100 words (Hinrichs and
Szmrecsanyi 2007)
! S-genitive realization is more likely in lexically dense




! Mode (spoken vs. written)
! Total frequency of head (GloWbE)
Not included in present analysis
! Semantic relation, e.g. the girl’s mother vs. the girl’s future
(Rosenbach 2014: 232)
! Definiteness, e.g. Mary’s body vs. the woman’s body
(Rosenbach 2014: 232)
! Rhythm










! Random effects (REs)
◦ Predictors that are special to the sample (but cf. Gelman and
Hill 2007: 245–246)
◦ It is crucial to account for idiosyncrasies of speakers and
corpus structure (Gries 2015)
◦ Varying intercepts for speakers nested into genre fine
(ScriptedMono, PrivatDia, etc.) nested into genre coarse
(monologue, dialogue, etc.)
! Model selection according to guidelines in Zuur et al. (2009:
ch. 5) and Gries (2015)




POR_ANIMACY 969.9260 1 <2.2e-16 ***
MODE 0.1602 1 0.6252034
POR_FINAL_SIBILANCY 188.2622 1 <2.2e-16 ***
POR_GIVENNESS 3.7867 1 0.0448036 *
POR_LENGTH 682.2516 1 <2.2e-16 ***
PUM_LENGTH 347.0055 1 <2.2e-16 ***
POR_THEMATICITY 4.5525 1 0.0343716 *
TTR 8.6477 1 0.0025249 **
VARIETY 40.0732 8 1.461e-06 ***
POR_ANIMACY:VARIETY 67.2192 8 3.813e-12 ***
MODE:VARIETY 15.4784 8 0.0342180 *
POR_FINAL_SIBILANCY:VARIETY 31.4791 8 5.667e-05 ***
PUM_LENGTH:VARIETY 28.1270 8 0.0002298 ***




Fixed effects Estimate Odds p-value
POR_ANIMACYa 3.13 23.05 <2e-16 ***
POR_FINAL_SIBILANCYtrue -1.01 0.36 6.43e-05 ***
POR_GIVENNESSgiven 0.16 1.17 0.04 *
POR_LENGTH_CHARS_LOG -1.75 0.17 <2e-16 ***
PUM_LENGTH_CHARS_LOG 0.76 2.15 2.65e-05 ***
POR_THEMATICITY_LOG 0.07 1.08 0.03 *
TTR 1.54 4.69 0.002 **
VARIETYhk 1.17 3.23 0.0004 ***
VARIETYnz 0.68 1.99 0.043 *
VARIETYphi 0.78 2.18 0.018 *
VARIETYsin 0.78 2.19 0.02 *
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EFFECTS: ANIMACY * VARIETY
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EFFECTS: ANIMACY * VARIETY
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Examples
(7) “she is starting to look at the good side of
Tom” <ICE-HK:S1B-001>
(8) “give him Tom’s number”
<ICE-CAN:S1A-071>
EFFECTS: FINAL SIBILANCY * VARIETY
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EFFECTS: FINAL SIBILANCY * VARIETY
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Example
(9) “Mr Bush’s war on global terrorism”
<ICE-HK:W2E-001>
Final sibilancy of possessor in s-genitives very
rare in ICE-HK (n=6). Compare ICE-GB: n=44,
or ICE-CAN: n=43
EFFECTS: POSSESSUM LENGTH * VARIETY
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EFFECTS: POSSESSUM LENGTH * VARIETY
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Example
(10) “The Government’s idea of reviewing
again rules governing the proceeding
of the Legislative Council”
<ICE-HK:W2A-011>
(Possessum length: 2.06, i.e. 70 characters)




Interactions Estimate Odds p-value
POR_ANIMACYa:VARhk -1.81 0.16 3.29e-08 ***
POR_ANIMACYa:VARja -0.89 0.41 0.009 **
POR_ANIMACYa:VARnz -0.94 0.39 0.002 **
POR_ANIMACYa:VARphi -1.45 0.23 6.46e-07 ***
MODEspoken:VARphi -1.25 0.28 0.005 **
FINAL_SIBILANCYtrue:VARhk -2.10 0.12 0.0002 ***
FINAL_SIBILANCYtrue:VARind -1.26 0.28 0.005 **
FINAL_SIBILANCYtrue:VARsin -0.99 0.37 0.02 *
PUM_LENGTH_LOG:VARhk 0.52 1.68 0.03 *
PUM_LENGTH_LOG:VARire 0.91 2.48 0.0003 ***
PUM_LENGTH_LOG:VARsin 0.52 1.69 0.04 *
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CONCLUSION
! There are interesting varietal differences in predictors that
constrain the genitive alternation
! These constraints point to phonological (final sibilancy),
cultural (role of animacy), and cognitive (syntactic weight)
differences between the varieties
! Evolutionary status of varieties correlates with strength of
constraints
Next steps
! Extract another 5,000 genitives from GloWbE
! More fine-grained animacy classification following Wolk et al.
(2013) plus human-animal distinction
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APPENDIX A: SUBSTRATE LANGUAGES
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